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Abstract— High-resolution optical cameras have always been1

important scientific payloads in Mars exploration missions, and2

the Mars topographic data produced by their detection data can3

provide support for scientific research on Mars geomorphology4

and geological structure evolution. As of December 2021, there5

are still relatively few high-resolution image data at the submeter6

level on the Martian surface, with about 2.6% global coverage7

and even more limited stereo coverage (just about 0.4%). At the8

same time, there are still some difficulties in data acquisition and9

terrain reconstruction processing methods for high-resolution10

Mars images that need to be solved. This article described how11

we designed the in-orbit stereo imaging strategy based on the12

characteristics of the high-resolution imaging camera (HiRIC)13

of China’s first Mars exploration mission (Tianwen-1), studied14

the technical solutions for HiRIC stereo image photogramme-15

try processing, and produced a topographic dataset for the16

“Tianwen-1” landing area, including a digital orthophoto map17

(DOM) with a ground sample distance (GSD) of 0.7 and 3.5 m18

and a digital elevation model (DEM) with a GSD of 3.5 m.19

Precision analysis results show that these topographic data have20

good consistency in planar position and elevation compared with21

the existing Mars terrain data and have advantages in spatial22

resolution and terrain detail expression, which will be widely23

used in the geological background study of the “Tianwen-1”24

landing area, as well as landing site positioning, Martian surface25

remote operation planning, and other Mars scientific research26

and engineering tasks.27

Index Terms— Digital topographic models, high-resolution28

imaging camera (HiRIC), photogrammetry, stereo imaging,29

Tianwen-1, topographic dataset.30
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I. INTRODUCTION 31

MARS topographic information is the most important 32

data to quantitatively describe the basic characteristics 33

of the Martian surface, and it is indispensable for scientific 34

research on surface topography, mineral and rock distribution, 35

geological structure and evolution, gravity field and internal 36

structure, atmospheric dynamics, and so on. At the same time, 37

the high-precision topographic data can also support engineer- 38

ing tasks, such as probe orbit optimization design, landing site 39

positioning, Mars rover exploration path planning, and so on. 40

Therefore, the detailed reconstruction of Mars terrain is an 41

important and fundamental work in Mars exploration missions. 42

High-resolution satellite images and laser altimeter have 43

been two major categories of datasets for topographic mod- 44

eling. To date, international Mars exploration missions have 45

carried a variety of high-resolution optical cameras and laser 46

altimeters, such as the Mars orbiter camera (MOC) [27], [29] 47

and the Mars orbiter laser altimeter (MOLA) [39] on Mars 48

global surveyor (MGS), the high-resolution imaging science 49

experiment (HiRISE) [30] and context camera (CTX) [28] 50

on Mars reconnaissance orbiter (MRO), the high-resolution 51

stereo camera (HRSC) [15], [34] on Mars express, the color 52

and stereo surface imaging system (CaSSIS) [42] on ExoMars 53

trace gas orbiter (TGO), and so on. The images and detection 54

data acquired by these payloads have been used to produce a 55

rich set of mosaics and topographic data of the Mars [3], [16], 56

[29], [31], [33], [35], [39], [43], which accurately characterize 57

the topography of the Martian surface and provide a geo- 58

graphic benchmark for Mars exploration missions, exploration 59

data processing, applications, and comprehensive scientific 60

research. 61

In terms of technical characteristics, laser altimeter has a 62

remarkable higher vertical accuracy and global consistency, 63

allowing direct access to topographic information on the 64

Martian surface; however, in the horizontal direction, the 65

strip-like arrangement of points in widely spaced profiles 66

suffers from severe differences of density, which reduce the 67

effective resolution. The current “gold standard” for Martian 68

topographic data, MOLA, has collected data globally with 69

astonishingly high accuracy, but the sample spacing of this 70

dataset is only about 300-m along track, and, in many places 71

near the equator, adjacent MOLA ground tracks are separated 72

by gaps of one to several kilometers [39]. In contrast, images 73
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can provide much better horizontal resolution of terrain details,74

but photogrammetric processing of images requires stereo75

coverage of the Martian surface, as well as image enhance-76

ment, platform attitude high-frequency vibration elimination,77

and other processing to ensure the image quality. In addition,78

there are no absolute control points on the Martian surface,79

and the positional accuracy of image-based reconstructions80

of the Martian terrain depends entirely on the measurement81

accuracy of the probe’s orbit and attitude data [10], [12],82

[20], [22], [23]. While techniques, such as 2-D photoclinom-83

etry or shape from shading, can be used to produce digital84

elevation models (DEMs) at the pixel resolution from single85

image, greatly optimizing the existing DEM spatial resolution86

(typically 10–20 times the image resolution for true resolution87

[24]), calibration against topographic data from another source88

is necessary to obtain an accurate, quantitative product. So,89

in practice, stereo coverage images are still needed [21].90

It can be seen that each of these two datasets has its own91

advantages in generating Mars topographic data. Currently, the92

trend of most existing topographic data is to focus on the93

integration of different data sources, such as different images,94

different sensors, and different modes [1], [2], [6], [8], [10],95

[11], [17], [20], [22], [38], [46], which effectively optimizes96

the spatial resolution and absolute positioning accuracy of97

Mars topographic data in global and local regions. However,98

due to factors, such as differences in payload specifications,99

the complexity of photogrammetric processing, and so on,100

there is almost no standard technical solution for all Mars101

high-resolution image data processing currently. There are102

also still some outstanding problems need to fulfill for Mars103

images, such as the single texture of some images, image104

deformation caused by the high-frequency vibration in the105

platform pointing parameters, and so on, which seriously106

affect the image quality and the matching accuracy of images.107

In addition, the submeter-scale high-resolution image data of108

the Martian surface are still relatively small, the global cover-109

age is about 2.6% (as of December 2021), and stereo coverage110

is even more limited, resulting in the lack of calibration data111

and control reference for high-resolution topographic data,112

which affects their absolute positioning accuracy. Therefore,113

it is of great importance to further study the reconstruction114

methods of detailed topographic data on the Martian surface115

and to integrate the existing images and topographic data to116

produce Mars topographic data with high spatial resolution117

and absolute positioning accuracy.118

China’s first Mars exploration mission (Tianwen-1) has been119

successfully launched an orbiter and a rover (named Zhurong)120

in July 2020. To date, “Tianwen-1” has successfully completed121

the scientific exploration missions in the Mars parking orbit122

and relay and survey orbit and entered the global recon-123

naissance orbit to carry out comprehensive remote sensing124

exploration of Mars [25]. The high-resolution imaging camera125

(HiRIC) is one of the scientific payloads on the “Tianwen-1”126

orbiter, which is used to obtain detailed optical images of127

interest areas on the Martian surface to study the surface128

topography and changes of the Mars, the identification of char-129

acteristic geomorphic units, as well as geological structure,130

such as landform of water, volcano, impact crater, erosion,131

Fig. 1. Distribution of HiRIC CCDs and CMOS detectors on the focal plane.
The probe flight direction is from the FOV of −0.1◦ to +0.535◦, and the TDI
CCD integral direction is from the blue imaging area (B1) to the panchromatic
imaging area. The red cross indicates the center point of HiRIC’s optical FOV.

and so on [45]. HiRIC has the highest ground sample distance 132

(GSD) of 0.5 m at 265 km, which is an effective supplement to 133

the current submeter high-resolution Mars image data. At the 134

same time, it can provide basic data for engineering tasks, 135

such as landing site selection, landing site positioning, Mars 136

surface exploration path planning for the “Zhurong” rover, and 137

scientific tasks, such as geological background study of the 138

landing area [26], [44]. 139

In this article, we used the high-resolution stereo images 140

of the “Tianwen-1” landing area acquired by HiRIC during 141

the Mars parking orbit to produce the topographic dataset 142

with a coverage range of 150 × 60 km by photogrammetry 143

processing, including a digital orthophoto map (DOM) with a 144

GSD of 0.7 and 3.5 m and the DEM with a GSD of 3.5 m. 145

The absolute position of this dataset is in good agreement with 146

the existing Mars topographic data, such as the CTX mosaic 147

[6] and the HRSC/MOLA Blended DEM [8], and can present 148

richer topographic details to meet the needs of future scientific 149

research and engineering tasks. 150

II. HIRIC AND ITS DETECTION DATA 151

A. Instrument 152

HiRIC adopts an off-axis three-mirror astigmatic (TMA) 153

optical system with a focal length of 4669.794 mm, 154

an F-number of 12, and a field of view (FOV) of 2◦ × 155

0.635◦. It contains three linear-array time delay and inte- 156

gration charge-coupled devices (TDI CCDs) and two-area- 157

array complementary–metal–oxide semiconductors (CMOSs) 158

on one imaging focal plane to produce push-broom and frame 159

imaging, respectively. TDI CCDs can work in panchromatic 160

and four spectral bands, including blue (B1), green (B2), 161

red (B3), and near infrared (B4), so that HiRIC can obtain 162

both panchromatic and color images. The pixel number for 163

the panchromatic band of each TDI CCD in the cross-scan 164

direction is 6144 with a pixel size of 8.75 × 8.75 μm, while 165

the pixel number for the color bands is 1536 with a pixel size 166

of 35 × 35 μm. Each two staggered CCDs are mechanically 167

spliced with an overlap of about 116 pixels (design value) 168

for panchromatic band. The effective pixel number for each 169

CMOS detector is 512 × 512 with a pixel size of 44 × 44 μm 170

(as shown in Fig. 1 and Table I; see also [45]). 171
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TABLE I

SPECIFICATIONS OF HiRIC

Because of the highest GSD of 0.5 m at 265 km on the172

Martian surface, panchromatic band CCD push-broom imag-173

ing will be the default in-orbit detection mode for HiRIC [45].174

As shown in Fig. 1, the line distance along the flight direction175

between CCD2 and CCD1/CCD3 panchromatic band centers176

is 37.803 mm, while the calibrated angular distance along the177

flight direction between the center of the optical field view (red178

cross in Fig. 1) and the CCD2 and CCD1/CCD3 panchromatic179

band centers are 0.337◦ and −0.1◦, respectively. It can be seen180

that the imaging time of the three CCDs for the same scene is181

significantly different. During the in-orbit detection, with the182

help of “Tianwen-1” orbiter flying around the Mars, HiRIC183

continuously images the ground targets onto the TDI CCD184

surface through its optical system. Through the image motion185

compensation calculation, adjusting the integration time and186

the integration levels (16–96 levels in five steps) of each CCD,187

the resolution of the image in the vertical and along the orbit188

directions can be matched, while the image motion can be189

controlled, so that a complete and clear image can be finally190

obtained, which is processed by encoding, compressing, and191

transmitting back to the Earth. HiRIC images are compressed192

using the JPEG2000 algorithm with a default compression193

ratio of 3:1.194

B. In-Orbit Imaging Strategy and Image Acquisition195

On 24 February 2021, “Tianwen-1” orbiter entered the Mars196

parking orbit, which is a large elliptical orbit with a periareon197

orbital altitude of 280 km, an apoareon orbital altitude of198

59 000 km, and an orbital period of about two days. The199

ground track of the Mars parking orbit is almost the same in200

successive orbits, but its periareon will gradually shift eastward201

over time. When the difference in longitude between the202

periareon and the nominal landing site (110.318◦E, 25.006◦N, 203

seen in Fig. 2) reaches 2◦, periareon orbital maintenance is 204

required. The periareon orbital arc of the Mars parking orbit 205

transits over the landing area of “Zhurong” rover from north to 206

south, whose center coordinates are the nominal landing site. 207

Before the rover landed on the Mars, HiRIC performed high- 208

resolution stereo imaging of the landing area in the periareon 209

orbital arc. Using these stereo images, topographic dataset 210

of the landing area was produced through photogrammetric 211

processing within one month. 212

The landing area of the “Zhurong” rover is 150 km 213

(north–south direction) × 60 km (east–west direction), 214

as shown in Fig. 2(b). Since the imaging swath width of 215

a single-track push-broom image is only 9 km at 265 km, 216

to meet the demand of topographic data production, HiRIC 217

needs to image the same area of the landing area along the 218

north–south direction with two angles from the forward and 219

backward views in adjacent two orbits. The imaging baseline- 220

height ratio should be ≥0.4, i.e., the “Tianwen-1” orbiter needs 221

to adjust ±11.31◦ in pitch direction for forward and backward 222

views [Fig. 2(a)]; in addition, the overlap coverage of adjacent 223

images along the east–west direction should be no less than 224

15%, so that the orbiter needs to adjust its attitude in roll 225

direction. 226

Based on the analysis, we divided the landing area into nine 227

imaging strips (Fig. 2(b); see also [45]), each with an east–west 228

width of about 10 km and a north–south length of about 229

160 km, with an overlap rate of 15% between adjacent imaging 230

strips. During the in-orbit detection, HiRIC will complete the 231

forward- and backward-view imaging of each imaging strip 232

one by one. Before each imaging session, according to the 233

orbital altitude of the orbiter during its transit over the landing 234

area, the distance of the subsatellite point of the orbiter from 235

the center of the imaging strip and other information, the 236

attitude angles of the orbiter in pitch and roll direction during 237

HiRIC imaging are solved, together with its yaw angle. The 238

orbiter attitude is controlled to align the HiRIC FOV with 239

the imaging area, and the imaging parameters settings are 240

completed to achieve high-resolution imaging of the imaging 241

strips, such as integration level, image motion compensation 242

parameters, and so on. 243

On 26 and 28 February 2021, test imaging sessions were 244

conducted to verify the in-orbit operating status, image quality, 245

and stereo imaging strategy of HiRIC. After fully verifying 246

the data quality, HiRIC completed a total of 18 formal imag- 247

ing sessions for the nine imaging strips from forward and 248

backward views to achieve stereo coverage during 2 March 249

to 10 April, with each imaging lasting about 42 s, imag- 250

ing swath width about 11 km, and north–south length of 251

about 170 km. Since the periareon of the Mars parking orbit 252

shifts eastward over time and moves away from the nominal 253

landing site, the roll angle of the orbiter is different each 254

time HiRIC images the specified imaging strip (as shown in 255

Table II), and the farther the periareon is from the center of the 256

imaging strip, the larger the roll angle required for imaging. 257

According to the analysis results of HiRIC imaging quality 258

and the orbit determination accuracy of the “Tianwen-1” 259

orbiter, the roll angle of the orbiter should not exceed ±20◦
260
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Fig. 2. Stereo coverage of “Tianwen-1” landing area by HiRIC images. (a) Stereo imaging mode of HiRIC. (b) Designed coverage of HiRIC images on the
landing area. The alternating yellow and green boxes indicate nine imaging strips, numbered as 1–9 and alternated outward from the center, with an overlap
coverage of 15%, and the blue box indicates the 150 km (north–south direction) × 60 km (east–west direction) landing area. (c) Actual coverage of HiRIC
images obtain from 2 March to 16 April 2021, where the green and blue borders indicate the image coverage area of the forward- and backward-view images,
respectively. The background image of (b) and (c) is captured by the “Tianwen-1” MoRIC, with a GSD of about 110 m.

during imaging [45], which corresponds to a 2◦ difference261

in longitude between the orbiter subsatellite points and the262

center of the imaging strip, beyond which the periareon orbital263

maintenance is required. During the Mars parking orbit stage,264

the orbiter has performed two periareon orbital maintenance 265

(on 10 and 31 March, respectively); according to the locations 266

of the periareon before and after orbital maintenance and its 267

movement pattern, the stereo coverage of the landing area is 268
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TABLE II

IMAGING INFORMATION FOR HiRIC

achieved as an imaging order of 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 6, 9, 7, and 5269

(see Table II), which can satisfy both the consistency of the270

illumination conditions of each strip and the good imaging271

geometry conditions of the forward-view and backward-view272

images. Finally, between 12 and 16 April, HiRIC performed273

three more imaging sessions based on the coverage of the274

previous images. Table II presents information on the main275

parameters of each HiRIC imaging session since 2 March276

2021.277

So far, HiRIC has achieved multiview stereo coverage of278

the “Tianwen-1” landing area [see Fig. 2(c)], and the acquired279

images are clear and of the expected quality, with a GSD280

of 0.6–1.2 m, and image coverage meeting the topographic281

data production requirements. These images are all received282

by the ground research and application system (GRAS) of283

“Tianwen-1” mission through a group array of 70-m diameter284

antenna in Wuqing, Tianjin, 50-m diameter antenna in Miyun,285

Beijing, and other antennas, with a data transmission rate of up286

to 4 Mb/s [25]. After receiving the image data, the GRAS will287

carry out radiation correction, geometric positioning, and other288

preprocessing to generate scientific data products at all levels,289

which is stored in the Planetary Data System format (PDS4)290

and released to the public through the “Lunar and Planetary291

Data Release System” of GRAS (http://moon.bao.ac.cn/; see292

also [40]).293

The level 2B data product of HiRIC images, after relative294

radiometric correction and geometric positioning [40], is the295

main data source for this article. In addition, the orbital 296

ephemeris and attitude data of the “Tianwen-1” orbiter are 297

used to solve the external orientation elements of the HiRIC 298

images. The orbital ephemeris of “Tianwen-1” orbiter is 299

provided by the Beijing Aerospace Control Center (BACC), 300

using the J2000 coordinate system, with the precision orbiting 301

accuracy better than 1 km (3σ) and the extrapolated orbit 302

accuracy better than 3 km (3σ), in which the precision orbital 303

ephemeris is used for data processing in this article; the atti- 304

tude data of the orbiter are obtained by telemetry parameters, 305

using the J2000 coordinate system too, with the measurement 306

accuracy better than 0.05◦ (3σ) and the stability better than 307

0.0005◦/s (3σ), which will cause a positional deviation of 308

280 m from 320-km altitude. 309

III. TOPOGRAPHIC DATA PROCESSING OF THE 310

“TIANWEN-1” LANDING AREA 311

The original orbital ephemeris and attitude errors of the 312

“Tianwen-1” orbiter will cause deviations in the position- 313

ing results of HiRIC images, which will affect the absolute 314

position of the landing area topographic data. A pair of 315

homologous points is formed between the feature points in the 316

image and the corresponding features on the ground. Based on 317

the geometric positioning grid file of level 2B data product, 318

which contains the row and column coordinates of the image 319

grid points, as well as the corresponding longitude and latitude 320

on the Martian surface according to a sphere model with a 321
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radius of 3396.19 km [37], the geographic coordinates of any322

feature point in the HiRIC image on the Martian surface can323

be interpolated, and ideally, the interpolated results should324

coincide exactly with the position of its homologous point.325

In this article, using the MRO CTX uncontrolled mosaic326

[6] with a GSD of 5 m as the planar position data and327

the HRSC/MOLA Blended DEM [8] with a GSD of 200 m328

and an elevation accuracy of ±3 m as the elevation data,329

the position deviation of homologous points is analyzed.330

About 70 homologous points were selected evenly between331

HiRIC images and CTX mosaic, as well as HiRIC images332

and HRSC/MOLA Blended DEM. The analysis results show333

that the average deviation of the planar position for these334

homologous points between HiRIC images and CTX mosaic is335

1654 m (1378 pixels), which is consistent with the deviation of336

the planar position caused by the orbital ephemeris and attitude337

data accuracy level of the “Tianwen-1” orbiter, and reaches338

1378 times of the original image resolution; combined with the339

HRSC/MOLA Blended DEM, this planar position deviation340

would cause an average elevation deviation of 10 m (nine341

pixels), which is approximately nine times the original image342

resolution. It should be noted that the mean CTX-to-CTX343

image alignment error is 150.6 m (3σ) [6] for the uncontrolled344

mosaic used in this article, which is large compared with345

the HiRIC pixel scale but small compared with the CTX-to-346

HiRIC alignment errors, so the CTX-to-HiRIC offsets are a347

reasonable estimate of the absolute error in HiRIC positions.348

Therefore, to achieve highly accurate topographic mapping349

of the “Tianwen-1” landing area, the orbital ephemeris and350

attitude data of the orbiter, i.e., the priori external orientation351

elements, need to be optimized.352

Photogrammetric processing is an effective technical solu-353

tion to optimize the priori external orientation elements of354

the image, to solve the ground coordinates of homologous355

points, and to ensure the high accuracy and consistency of the356

external orientation elements and ground point coordinates.357

In this article, a method for HiRIC image photogrammetry358

processing is studied, and high-precision topographic data of359

the landing area are produced.360

A. Methods361

In this article, HiRIC-level 2B data products were used as362

the main data source, and research on key photogrammet-363

ric processing techniques was carried out to produce high-364

precision topographic data of the landing area. First, according365

to the physical sensor model of HiRIC, such as geometric366

calibration parameters, including focal length, principal point367

position (internal orientation elements), splicing parameters368

between the three CCDs, and so on, and the orbital ephemeris369

and attitude data of the “Tianwen-1” orbiter (external ori-370

entation parameters), the imaging geometry model [rational371

function model (RFM)] of HiRIC is constructed to establish372

a strict geometric relationship between feature points in the373

HiRIC images and their corresponding Martian surface fea-374

tures [41]. Tie points between the forward- and backward-375

view images within the same imaging strip and in the overlap376

area between adjacent imaging strips are extracted to construct377

the affine transformation function between images, and then, 378

exact matching and coarse difference rejection on the initial 379

tie points is performed [13], [14]. These tie points are used as 380

adjustment points for photogrammetry processing. At the same 381

time, the CTX mosaic and the HRSC/MOLA Blended DEM 382

mentioned earlier are used as the planer position and elevation 383

data, respectively, to extract the adjustment control points. 384

Uncontrolled block adjustment technology of optical remote 385

sensing images based on “alternating direction method of mul- 386

tipliers (ADMM)” [4] and the global least squares adjustment 387

method is adopted to optimize RFM model parameters and 388

affine transformation function coefficients and to realize seam- 389

less mosaic and high precision positioning of HiRIC images. 390

Using the optimized RMF model and affine transformation 391

function, the epipolar line constraint relationship of the stereo 392

image pairs is established, and the pixel-by-pixel matching of 393

homologous points of the HiRIC forward- and backward-view 394

stereo images is performed to obtain the dense point cloud 395

data [47]. Inverse distance weighted (IDW) is used to produce 396

a regular grid DEM with a GSD of 3.5 m based on the dense 397

point cloud data. Finally, a DOM with a GSD of 3.5 and 0.7 m 398

was produced using DEM and HiRIC images. 399

B. Rational Function Model 400

The RFM is a generalized expression of various sensor 401

imaging geometric models, which is independent of specific 402

sensors, simple in form, and so on. It can effectively overcome 403

the shortcomings of traditional, strict imaging models based on 404

colinear equations with strong correlation between orientation 405

parameters, more solution parameters, and unstable numerical 406

solutions, and meet the requirements of transparency of sensor 407

parameters, generalization of imaging geometric models, and 408

high-speed intelligence of processing, which has been widely 409

used in sensor model calculation. The RFM is fixed based on 410

a priori orientation data, and the adjustment will be done in 411

terms of affine functions in image space. 412

In the RFM model of HiRIC, the relationship between 413

image pixel coordinates and their corresponding ground coor- 414

dinates is expressed by rational polynomials, where all coordi- 415

nates are normalized. For descriptive convenience, let xn and 416

yn be the normalized image pixel coordinates, and (ϕn, λn, hn) 417

be the normalized geographic coordinates (longitude, latitude, 418

and ellipsoidal height); then, the mathematical expression of 419

the RFM model is as follows: 420

xn = RPCx(ϕn, λn, hn) = f1(ϕn, λn, hn)

f2(ϕn, λn, hn)
421

yn = RPCy(ϕn, λn, hn) = f3(ϕn, λn, hn)

f4(ϕn, λn, hn)
(1) 422

where ft (ϕn, λn, hn), t = 1, 2, 3, 4 is a cubic polynomial, 423

which contains a total of 80 rational polynomial coefficients 424

(RPCs; the constant term of the two denominators is fixed 425

at 1.0) and 10 normalization parameters, which are called 426

RPCs. The RPCs of HiRIC are computed using a topography- 427

independent solution method proposed by Tao and Hu [41]. 428

The method first uses the orbital attitude model of HiRIC 429

images to establish a set of virtual 3-D grid points as control 430

points, and then solve the RPCs by the $L2$ regularization, 431
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which can achieve a high-precision RFM fitting of the HiRIC432

rigorous geometric imaging model for the subsequent pho-433

togrammetric processing.434

It is important to note that the “Tianwen-1” orbiter is435

equipped with a total of seven scientific payloads, including436

HiRIC. HiRIC will share the platform with other science437

payloads, as well as engineering equipment, such as solar438

panels and high-gain antennas, all of which are sources of439

high-frequency vibration in HiRIC’s pointing parameters. This440

high-frequency vibration in the stereobase direction gives rise441

to topographic artifacts in the form of stripes across the DEM442

products [22]. In addition, since the line distance along the443

flight direction between HiRIC’s CCD2 and the CCD1/CCD3444

panchromatic band centers reaches 37.803 mm, it is not445

possible to obtain a complete virtual image from images taken446

by multiple CCDs, such as the HiRISE images dose [22].447

The huge difference in external orientation elements of each448

CCD led to the affine adjustment in image space is only a449

good approximation over a small region of an image. To solve450

the abovementioned problems, each CCD image was treated451

as an independent model for RPCs, and to ensure the RPC452

fitting accuracy, each CCD image was processed in segments453

with an overlap of 500 pixels (about 250 m) with each other.454

The imaging times of each image line in the segment were455

recalculated at equal intervals based on the imaging times456

of the first and last image lines of each image segment, and457

the total number of image lines in the segment. To avoid the458

pointing error that occurred briefly in the measured attitude459

over a much larger time range of the images, the design460

attitude of the orbiter (seen in Table II) was used instead of461

the measured attitude as the initial value for solving the RPCs,462

and the precision ephemeris and attitude corresponding to each463

image line were interpolated based on the imaging time after464

the equal-interval processing. Following the abovementioned465

method, all HiRIC images used here were divided into a466

total of 312 segments. Finally, the stable RPCs results were467

obtained.468

C. Automated Extraction of HiRIC Images Tie Points and469

Control Points Considering Terrain Constraints470

Obtaining accurate, evenly distributed tie and control points471

automatically and reliably is a key issue in the process of472

satellite image block adjustment. The tie points here include473

those between HiRIC forward- and backward-view stereo474

image pairs, as well as between adjacent images; for control475

points, since there are currently no reliable known absolute476

control points on the Martian surface, suitable geo-information477

data can be selected as the geo-referenced data, so that the478

problem of control points acquisition is essentially how to479

realize automatic registration of HiIRC images and existing480

geographic information data. In this article, the CTX mosaic481

is selected as the planar position data, and the HRSC/MOLA482

Blended DEM is selected as the elevation data. An auto-483

matic matching algorithm for tie points and control points is484

designed.485

1) Enhance the texture information of images using the486

Wallis filter [7], [48], which is essentially a local image487

transformation to make the gray-scale variance and mean value 488

at different locations in the image have approximately equal 489

numbers, enhance the contrast of the original image as well 490

as suppress the noise, improve the number and accuracy of 491

feature extraction points, and increase the success rate of 492

matching. This method can significantly improve the difficul- 493

ties of image matching caused by the relatively flat terrain in 494

the “Tianwen-1” landing area. 495

2) Holistic matching based on image salient edge features. 496

The basic idea of this method is Hough transform image 497

matching [14], that is, using the spatial geometric constraint 498

relationship between the features extracted from HiRIC images 499

and orthophoto images to construct affine transform functions, 500

voting in the affine transform parameter directly for fast 501

matching between images, which can quickly and effectively 502

eliminate the systematic errors existing in the original RFM 503

orientation model. The systematic errors of about several 504

hundred or even thousands of pixels between the HiRIC 505

images and the planar position data can be optimized to obtain 506

a matching result of about 20–30 pixels, and finally, the tie 507

points between the HiRIC images are obtained. The holistic 508

matching takes only a few seconds to complete, and the 509

matching results enable the initial positioning of HiRIC images 510

and provide initial values for the exact matching positioning 511

of tie and control points. The affine transformation function 512

for an image point is given by 513

x + �x = x + a0 + a1x + a2 y = RPCx(φ, λ, h) 514

y + �y = y + b0 + b1x + b2 y = RPCy(φ, λ, h) (2) 515

where (x, y) are the image point coordinates, and (�x , �y) 516

is their corresponding corrections, (ϕ, λ, h) is the 3-D coordi- 517

nates of the image point on the ground, and (a1, a2, a3) and 518

(b1, b2, b3) are the six affine transformation parameters for 519

automatic extraction of tie and control points between adjacent 520

images. For each HiRIC image, first, the Harris operator [13] 521

is used to extract evenly distributed feature points; second, 522

to effectively eliminate the influence of image geometric 523

distortion caused by factors, such as terrain fluctuation, orbital 524

position, and attitude errors on the matching results, in the 525

automatic matching process of tie and control points, extract 526

a feature point P on the reference image or existing geographic 527

information data, define a matching image window W with P 528

as the center, project the window onto a small surface element 529

of the corresponding matching window W � on the image to be 530

matched based on the elevation information interpolated by the 531

DEM and the imaging model, and optimize the affine trans- 532

formation parameters based on holistic matching of window 533

W and W �, and finally, the image near the predicted point in 534

window W � is resampled and matched with the image window 535

W in the reference image or existing geographic information 536

data; then, the image coordinates of the points to be matched 537

is inversed by matching results. We call this process Image- 538

Reshaping (seen in Fig. 3). After the image matching is 539

completed, the random sample consensus (RANSAC) algo- 540

rithm [9] is used to remove the wrong matching points in the 541

automatic matching to further improve the accuracy of image 542

registration. 543
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Fig. 3. Correction of geometric distortion caused by imaging geometry and
topographic relief during automatic extraction of control points.

D. Uncontrolled Combined Block Adjustment544

The block adjustment model based on RFM can be imple-545

mented using the RFM orientation model, and 3-D transla-546

tion, affine transformation based on its model transformation.547

According to the image point affine transformation function548

[as shown in formula (2)], the block adju as follows:549

vTP = ATPt + BTPx − lTP, PTP550

vGCP = BGCPx − lGCP, PGCP. (3)551

In the formula, BTP and BGCP represent the coefficient552

matrix for the ground coordinate corrections of tie and control553

points; ATP represents the coefficient matrix for the affine554

transformation parameter corrections; lTP and lGCP represent555

the constant matrix of image point observations and con-556

trol point observations; PTP and PGCP represent the weight557

diagonal matrix of coordinate corrections of tie and control558

points; t is the matrix for the affine transformation parameters559

corrections in the image; x is the matrix for the ground point560

coordinate corrections, namely561

t = [
�a0 �a1 �a2 �b0 �b1 �b2

]T
562

x = [
�ϕ �λ �h

]T
. (4)563

Based on the least squares principle, the corresponding564

normal equation matrix is565 [
AT

TP PTP ATP AT
TP PTP BTP

BT
TP PTP ATP BT

TP PTP BTP + BT
GCP PGCP BGCP

][
t
x

]
566

=
[

AT
TP PTPlTP

BT
TP PTPlTP + BT

GCP PGCPlGCP

]
. (5)567

For the characteristics of HiRIC imaging geometry,568

we choose an easy-to-parallelize and efficient uncontrolled569

combined block adjustment method by combining the well-570

known “ADMM” [4] and the global least squares adjustment571

method in photogrammetry. The specific steps of our method572

are as follows.573

1) Assuming that the affine transformation parameters (a0,574

a1, a2) and (b0, b1, b2) of each image are known, the ground575

coordinates of all tie points (ϕ, λ, h) can be calculated, which576

is called “forward intersection,” and the normal equation for577

each tie point is only a 3 × 3 matrix.578

2) Assuming that the ground coordinates (ϕ, λ, h) of all tie 579

points are known, the affine transformation parameters (a0, a1, 580

a2) and (b0, b1, b2) of each image can be calculated, which 581

is called “backward intersection,” and the normal equation of 582

this step is only a 6 × 6 matrix for each image. 583

3) Repeat 1) and 2) until the iterative change of all 584

unknowns is less than a predefined threshold to obtain the 585

optimal initial values of all unknowns. 586

4) Using the image affine transformation parameters 587

and the tie point ground coordinates, the image residuals 588

(vx , vy)i,i=1,2,...,n of all tie points can be calculated, where n 589

means that the tie point appears in the n-view images. Let 590

vi = sqrt(v2
x + v2

y), and vmax = max(vi,i=1,2,...,n), and set a 591

priori weight of p = 1.0/v2
max for each tie point. 592

5) Based on the ground coordinates of the tie points and 593

the corresponding a priori weights, the global least-squares 594

adjustment for RFM parameters is executed based on (1)–(4), 595

and the small-scale gross errors that still exist are removed 596

by the iterative weight of tie points calculated based on their 597

image residuals after adjustment. 598

In the uncontrolled adjustment method proposed in this 599

article, an “average” virtual control point is constructed by 600

the “ADMM” to solve the ill-conditioned (rank deficient) 601

problem of the normal equation matrix encountered in the 602

uncontrolled adjustment. On the one hand, this method can use 603

parallel computation to quickly calculate the initial values of 604

the unknowns to be adjusted, and on the other hand, it also uses 605

the “good” initial values to finally perform the least squares 606

overall adjustment. 607

E. Dense Point Cloud Matching Based on Multi-Image and 608

Multifeature Matching Algorithm 609

A dense, accurate, and reliable high-precision dense point 610

cloud matching algorithm for linear-array images is the key 611

to generating DEM data. In this article, a multi-image cor- 612

relation matching algorithm (geometrically constrained cross 613

correlation (GC3) [47] is proposed based on 3-D geometric 614

constraints for HiRIC linear-array images on the basis of 615

the traditional image correlation matching algorithm. The 616

algorithm can organically combine the matching results of 617

various matching elements (feature points, feature lines, and 618

grid points) and make full use of the local and global texture 619

information of the image, so that the automatically matched 620

feature points and lines can fully express the important features 621

of the topography, which can be applied to the dense grid point 622

matching in the area without texture or with little texture to 623

meet the requirements of Mars image data processing. 624

In the dense point cloud matching process, one of the several 625

images is selected as the reference image, and the others 626

are all images to be matched. Using the Image-Reshaping 627

introduced earlier, we can obtain the matching results of the 628

reference image feature points on the search image pixel 629

by pixel using the precise orientation parameters obtained 630

after block adjustment. Similarly, distortions caused by the 631

terrain undulation, imaging geometry, and imaging scale can 632

be automatically compensated during the image matching 633

process. 634
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Fig. 4. Topographic dataset of “Tianwen-1” landing area. (a) DOM with a GSD of 3.5 m and covering an area of 150 × 60 km. (b) Subframe grid of the
DOM with a GSD of 0.7 m. (c)–(e) DEM details of the local area of the “Tianwen-1” landing area, with a GSD of 3.5 m, and their locations are marked as
①–③, respectively, in (a), showing the landing area features, such as suspected mud volcanoes, wrinkled ridges, craters, and so on. Based on the scale bar,
it can be seen that the smallest craters identifiable in the DEM produced in this article are about 50 m in diameter.

IV. TOPOGRAPHY OF “TIANWEN-1” LANDING AREA AND635

ACCURACY ANALYSIS636

In this article, a high precision topographic dataset of the637

“Tianwen-1” landing area with a range of 150 × 60 km,638

including DOM and DEM, was produced using the HiRIC639

high-resolution stereo images during the Mars parking orbit640

through photogrammetry processing, taking CTX mosaic as641

the planar position data and the HRSC/MOLA Blended DEM 642

as the elevation data. The DOMs include two types of products 643

with a GSD of 0.7 and 3.5 m, respectively, and the GSD of the 644

DEM product is 3.5 m. The DOM product with 0.7-m GSD 645

has a total of 15 subframe products, and each subframe covers 646

a range of 30 × 20 km, with an overlap of ten pixels between 647

adjacent subframes (as shown in Fig. 4). 648
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TABLE III

TOPOGRAPHIC DATASET OF “TIANWEN-1” LANDING AREA

Fig. 5. Elevation deviation between our DEM data and MOLA topographic
data in the “Tianwen-1” landing area. (a) Spatial distribution of elevation
deviations. (b) Corresponding error histogram.

Table III gives the main information of this topographic649

dataset, which uses a equidistant cylindrical projection with the650

Mars fixed coordinate system as the reference system, which651

takes the center of mass of Mars as the origin, a sphere with a652

radius of 3396.19 km as the reference ellipsoid, the equatorial653

plane of Mars as the reference plane, and the X-, Y -, and Z -654

axes are parallel to the corresponding three axes of the fixed655

Fig. 6. Topographic details in “Tianwen-1” landing area. (a)–(c) DOM
of typical landforms, including cones, craters, suspected mud volcanoes,
and so on, whose locations are marked as ①, ④, and ⑤ in Fig 4(a).
(d)–(f) Corresponding DEM. (g)–(i) Elevation value corresponding to the
profile lines in (a)–(c) from the DEM of this work and the HRSC/MOLA
Blended DEM, respectively.

coordinate system based on the International Astronomical 656

Union (IAU) orientation parameter model [37]. 657

The GSD of the landing area topographic dataset produced 658

in this article is about 60 times higher than that of the 659

HRSC/MOLA Blended DEM (with a GSD of 200 m), which 660

can present more abundant topographic details [as shown in 661

Fig. 4(c)–(e)], effectively support the landing site positioning 662

of the “ZhuRong” rover, and provide important basic data for 663

the remote operation planning of the rover on the Martian sur- 664

face and its scientific detection planning [26]. This topographic 665

dataset has already been released through the “Lunar and 666

Planetary Data Release System.” The following is an analysis 667

of the precision of the “Tianwen-1” landing area topographic 668

dataset. 669

A. Adjustment Precision 670

The positional deviation between the inverse projection 671

position and its actual position of adjustment points in the 672
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TABLE IV

STATISTICS OF NETWORK ADJUSTMENT RESULTS FOR HiRIC IMAGES (WITHIN IMAGING STRIPS)

image after block adjustment, i.e., the pixel residuals, reflects673

the adjustment precision. During the photogrammetry process674

in this article, the number of adjustment points within each675

imaging strip during photogrammetry exceeds 100 000, and676

the ones between adjacent strips exceeds 30 000 on average677

(seen in Table IV), with a matching accuracy of about 0.1 pixel678

(rms). The point automatic matching algorithm is correct and679

effective.680

Table IV shows the pixel residuals of adjustment points681

within and between 11 stereo imaging strips during the pro-682

duction of the landing area topographic dataset. It can be seen683

that the standard deviation of the pixel residuals for adjustment684

points within stereo imaging strips is less than 0.6 pixels,685

and the average value is 0.47 pixels. This deviation reflects686

the random error of the HiRIC imaging model established687

after block adjustment (without considering other factors) in688

the calculation of the 3-D coordinates of adjustment point on689

the Martian surface, corresponding to a standard deviation of690

about 1.0 m for the elevation error and 0.4 m for the planar691

position error. The average value of the standard deviation of692

control point position is 2.02 m, which is consistent with the693

error of the 3-D coordinates reflected by pixel residuals of694

image points. On the other hand, the 11 stereo image pairs695

adopt the same planar position and elevation data, so that the696

pixel residuals of adjustment points between subtopographic697

data are less than 0.9 pixels, which realizes seamless mosaic698

of the final complete topographic dataset. The error statistics699

indicate that the internal consistency of the topographic dataset700

is good, and the adjustment process works well.701

B. Cross Validation for the Positional Precision702

In this article, the positional precision of “Tianwen-1”703

landing area topographic data is analyzed by cross validating704

with CTX mosaic and HRSC/MOLA Blended DEM.705

For the planar position precision, 36 evenly distributed706

checkpoints were selected from the “Tianwen-1” landing area707

DOM and compared with the planar position at the corre- 708

sponding checkpoints in CTX mosaic. The results show that 709

the average planar position deviation between the “Tianwen-1” 710

landing area DOM and CTX mosaic is 24 m, with an rms value 711

of 15 m. It can be noted that a deviation of 15 m is much larger 712

than the control points standard deviations. The reason is that, 713

on the one hand, there would be a certain matching error, 714

because check points were manually extracted; on the other 715

hand, only the feature points with small horizontal deviation 716

are retained as control in the adjustment process. The position 717

precision of the control points reflects the internal consistency 718

of the topographic dataset, while the position precision of the 719

check points reflects the actual position deviation between 720

the topographic dataset and the existing terrain data. The 721

precision analysis shows that although the CTX dataset is an 722

uncontrolled mosaic, “Tianwen-1” landing area topographic 723

dataset registers well to the control source, which indicates that 724

our implementation works at the indicated level of precision 725

and accuracies on this order can reasonably be expected if a 726

more accurate control source is used. 727

For the elevation precision, the DEM of the landing area 728

was resampled to a spatial resolution of 200 m and subtracted 729

from the HRSC/MOLA Blended DEM to analyze the elevation 730

deviation between them. The results show that the average 731

elevation deviation between “Tianwen-1” landing area DEM 732

and the HRSC/MOLA Blended DEM is −7 m with an rms 733

value of 10 m, in which the deviation in 95.70% of the area 734

is less than 10 m (seen in Fig. 5). It should be noted that 735

the actual resolution of the HRSC/MOLA Blended DEM is 736

poorer than 200 m because of the large gaps between altimetry 737

profiles. Comparing the DOM of the landing area [seen in 738

Fig. 4(a)], it can be seen that the areas with larger deviation 739

are mainly concentrated in the bottom of craters, the boundary 740

of the suspected volcanoes, and so on, which is caused by the 741

large spatial resolution difference between the two types of 742

topographic data. The positional deviation statistics are shown 743

in Table V. 744
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TABLE V

STATISTICS OF LANDING AREA TERRAIN DATASET LOCATION PRECISION

Therefore, the “Tianwen-1” landing area topographic dataset745

produced in this article is in good consistency with the existing746

Mars topographic data in terms of positional precision and747

has obvious advantages in terms of spatial resolution and748

topographic detail expression. As seen in Fig. 6, compared749

with the HRSC/MOLA Blended DEM, the topographic dataset750

produced in this article can clearly and accurately present751

topographic details, such as the distribution of suspected mud752

volcanoes, the top depression of the cone, the pit wall of the753

crater, and other topographic features with the dimensions of754

less than 100 m and a minimum of about 15 times the DEM755

grid spacing, which can be used to accurately measure the756

topographic parameters, such as the diameter, depth, and slope757

of the craters.758

V. CONCLUSION759

HiRIC is another high-resolution optical camera for Mars760

exploration mission, with the highest GSD up to 0.5 m at761

265 km, and its detection data are an effective supplement762

to the current submeter-level high-resolution images on the763

Martian surface. In this article, an in-orbit stereo imaging764

strategy was designed based on the characteristics of HiRIC,765

and the photogrammetry processing was carried out using766

21 high-resolution stereo images of the landing area acquired767

by HiRIC during the Mars parking orbit, focusing on key tech-768

nologies, such as camera imaging geometry model construc-769

tion, extraction of tie and control points considering terrain770

constraints, combined block adjustment under uncontrolled771

conditions, and dense pixel-by-pixel matching of multiview772

images. The topographic dataset of the “Tianwen-1” landing773

area was produced, including the DOM with a GSD of 3.5 and774

0.7 m and the DEM with a GSD of 3.5 m.775

Statistical analysis shows that the standard deviation of the776

pixel residuals for adjustment points within and between image777

strips during the photogrammetry processing is better than778

one pixel, which greatly improves the positioning precision779

of original images and realizes the seamless mosaic of the780

topographic dataset in the landing area. In terms of planar781

position and elevation, our topographic dataset has a good782

consistency with the existing Martian topographic data, such783

as CTX mosaic and HRSC/MOLA Blended DEM, and can784

present abundant topographic details due to the GSD of 3.5 m.785

At present, the “Tianwen-1” orbiter is conducting the global786

remote sensing exploration, and the main task is to achieve787

global coverage of Martian surface using the moderate- 788

resolution imaging camera (MoRIC), during which the HiRIC 789

mainly performs high-resolution imaging of typical terrain and 790

landforms on the Martian surface, such as valleys, volcanoes, 791

craters, and so on. Because HiRIC stereo coverage requires 792

frequent adjustment of the orbiter attitude, to ensure the global 793

remote sensing exploration mission, currently, no HiRIC stereo 794

images are acquired again for the time being. After the end of 795

the global remote sensing exploration mission, stereo imaging 796

will be arranged according to the exploration requirement 797

during the extended mission to supplement the stereo coverage 798

area of meter-scale high-resolution images on the Martian 799

surface. In addition, due to the acquisition of high-resolution 800

images of different seasons and different geographical loca- 801

tions, HiRIC is also expected to provide basic data for the 802

solution of atmospheric correction, dust elimination, photo- 803

metric correction, color correction, and other problems [5], 804

[18], [19], [32] in Mars high-resolution images. 805

In summary, the topographic dataset produced in this article 806

has achieved seamless mosaic and high-precision positioning 807

within the “Tianwen-1” landing area. It has been applied in 808

scientific and engineering missions, such as the geological 809

background study of the landing area, the positioning of the 810

“Zhurong” rover landing site, and the Martian surface remote 811

operation planning of the rover. 812
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